Learning Perspectives of Publication
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ABSTRACT
The growing demand of scientific-driven results to strengthen nursing profession, researchers should consistently engage in executing knowledge-generating actions. Disseminating research results either through fora or in printed publication deepens understanding on issues particularly on caring and nursing education. But will research endures its aim of offering relevant evidence during pandemic era where conventional data collection strategies are less feasible, hence this viewpoint.
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Neophyte researchers are eyes-focused on publishing to high impact journals. Although this poses no problem, if it prohibits one from disseminating their works, then a new perspective should be considered. Publication’s genuine intention is knowledge propagation, endorse critical attention, health and wellbeing (Fortney, 2021) and it has not changed since then. Exploring while attempting to produce ideas through the empirical manner in early phases become vital works in research progression. Findings explaining the phenomenon and putting meaning and new interpretations to research-driven data necessitate the art of publication.

Putting a premium on the work, considering how research results impact fellows, adding credibility every time researchers releases findings are some of-the-many significances to publish. Nursing, chiefly known as an evidence-based profession, demands scientific knowledge. Research similarly plays a critical part in rendering nursing care, transacting empathy (Martiningsih et al., 2021) and reports one’s mental health especially in the light of the pandemic across the population (Nugroho et al., 2021). Therefore, the publishing message must cut across the globe; the mark is dissemination, not primarily on the journal.

Since all faculty members want to publish, its mechanisms are not as easy as eating peanuts. Learning disciplines must transpire for an academic institution to prosper in publication. Structuring shared vision primarily must be defined. Assessment in the nursing process speaks similarly whereby institutions
should understand the commonality of purpose to transform nursing practice and education (Acob, 2019). Where is the organization going in terms of publication endeavors? Each one must contribute commitment to the better changing nursing environment by broadcasting newer knowledge from and into the workplace. The second is demarcating how research findings affect both the organization, consumers of knowledge to grow, change and improve.

By cyclical writing-publishing modes, researchers obtain mastery and a personal sense of satisfaction as this emphasizes pride to better the work while readers adapt and grow in caring. New findings and updated versions of work firm vision or outcome for patient quality care. Collaboration and the climate of shared works are enhanced when one attempts to learn to publish. These systems thinking produce a better future to integrate the complex yet adaptive publication disciplines.

Finally, academic institutions must condition the mindset that research is not only for teachers, more-so for students to love and be involved with. They are conducting quality papers while empowering them about the process to solve day-to-day community issues in a more realizable and meaningful way.
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